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When you’re making a movie, you can’t think anybody will 
ever see it. You’ve just got to make a movie for the values it 
has. The greatest films were made because someone really 
wanted to make them. And, hopefully, the audience will 
show up to. 

Clint Eastwood.

COMPLETE EDUCATION
Case Study

Lights, Camera… Culture

How we behave and the choices we make are 
determined by how we think and feel. If we mix thoughts 
and feelings together, in different combinations, we create 
values and beliefs. Of these two values, more than beliefs, 
are the greater determinants of action. So if we 
understand values then we can predict behaviour. 

Fortunately there are only eight value systems on the 
planet that we need to understand. Each value system that 
emerges transcends and includes its predecessor in ever 
expanding waves of sophistication. 

As you reach the later stages of the spiral the view you 
take is increasingly longer term and capable of 
embracing more complexity. With each new level you are 
better equipped to drive transformation. But your 
increased sophistication doesn’t mean you’ll succeed or 
be a better leader. Your success depends on what the 
market conditions, your employees and customers need.  

This evolutionary model can be seen in people, in teams, 
organisations, political parties, religions and also in music, 
film and video games. You can ‘hear’ each level of the 
spiral in the language, the behaviours and the actions of 
the people operating from those levels. 

We hope you enjoy our selection of movies that represent 
each level of the spiral. It is not definitive and is just to 
prompt a conversation and help you think up your own 
examples that really bring values to life!



Beige

This value system is all about survival. In industrialised 
society people who are homeless operate from this 
system as do the unemployed, the sick or the 
marginalised. In times of economic hardship, or when 
people are bankrupt or made redundant you can see 
basic Beige behaviour kick in. People take a super 
short term view to keep their job, survive the pandemic 
or stop their lives collapsing. 

What drives people within this value system are their 
immediate basic needs. Specifically their physical 
needs (food, water and shelter). Once basic needs 
are met people often stop working because today is 
taken care of and tomorrow’s another day, to be 
dealt with when it arrives. People at this level tend not 
to play games, rather they live from day to day. 

Cast Away - 2000

Tom Hanks plays Chuck Noland a systems analyst 
who gets marooned on an island in the Pacific ocean. 
He’s faced with the challenges of learning to survive 
with no company and with minimal resources. He has 
to find shelter, fresh water and a food source. Once 
his first three basic needs are met he addresses his 
fourth basic need for companionship. He begins to 
talk to a volleyball naming it Wilson. Eventually, 
remembering his previous life, Noland finds the 
courage to leave the island on a raft and return to his 
family.

Survival Games

The ‘Survival’ genre of video games is an obvious 
example of the Beige value system. Fantastic 
examples are ‘Subnautica’ – An open world survival 
action adventure where you’re marooned in an alien 
sea. Or ‘Don’t Starve’ – where you are stranded in a 
dark, dreary parallel world known as Constant where 
the aim of the game is to survive as long as possible 
and stay healthy, fed and mentally stable whilst you 
avoid the supernatural threats that inhabit the world. 
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Nomadland, (2020), Chloé Zhao

Subnautica, (2014), Unknown Worlds Entertainment

Don’t Starve, (2013), Klei Entertainment

Maid, (2021), Netflix

Cast Away, (2000), Robert Zemeckis



Purple

The Purple value system is seen in the early stages of 
an organisations evolution when teams are still small 
and somewhat tribal. It’s also prominent during mergers 
and acquisitions where people’s allegiances are 
tested. Loyalty is often towards the heritage company, 
a geography or a function. People rely on their tribal 
allegiances or ‘bonds’ to survive or keep them from 
leaving. They’re motivated by reassurance and their 
goal is to stay safe and maintain a sense of belonging. 
Tribes are often quick to sense a personal or 
commercial threat to their tribal group and will react 
strongly to protect their own position and security of 
their tribe. 

Gangs of New York - 2002

Gangs of New York is an epic historical film directed 
by Martin Scorsese that focuses on the violence and 
chaos of 1860s New York. Starting with a violent 
gang war erupting between the ‘Dead Rabbits’ a 
group of Irish Catholic immigrants and the ‘Natives’ the 
Protestant Americans fighting over territory. During the 
conflict the leader of the Dead Rabbits, called ‘Priest’ is 
killed by ’Bill the Butcher’ played by Daniel Day-Lewis 
(pictured). Priest’s son ‘Amsterdam’ played by 
Leonardo DiCaprio having witnessed the death of his 
father is now orphaned. 20 years later he returns to 
rebuild his tribe and seek revenge against his father’s 
killer. This movie fully embodies the dark side of purple.

Fantasy Games

Fantasy based role playing games and superhero 
themed games often include qualities from Purple. For 
example The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim or the Legend of 
Zelda series have you, the player, explore vast fantasy 
worlds where you must save the world and take it from 
a place of chaos and instability to one of safety. In 
Skyrim you play the as the Dragonborn, a mythical 
hero with the powers of the dragon. You are then 
tasked with saving the world and slaying the dragons 
who ravage the land of Skyrim. Or in Marvel’s 
Avengers where you assemble your team of heroes 
from the Marvel universe. Each with their own unique 
set of skills that add different strengths and weaknesses 
to your team or tribe. 
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Gangs of New York, (2002), Martin Scorsese

Jumanji, (1995), Joe Johnston

West Side Story, (1961), Jerome Robbins & Robert Wise

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, (2011), Bethesda Game Studios

Marvel’s Avengers, (2020), Square Enix



Red

The red value system is based on power. It’s pretty 
common in business and many organisations or teams 
unconsciously chose red as their corporate or team 
colour. Red learns by doing and is motivated by being 
No 1, the centre of attention or the hero who ‘saves 
the day’. They use their authority to get things done. But 
it’s all about me – not about we. 

Die Hard - 1988

This 1988 20th Century Fox movie based on the 1979 
novel Nothing Lasts Forever by Roderick Thorp features 
Bruce Willis who plays New York cop John McClane. 
McLane decides to visit his estranged wife in Los 
Angeles at Christmas when a terrorist gang takes over 
the Nakatomi Tower where she is carving out her 
career. Willis single-handedly foils the entire gang, led 
by actor Alan Rickman who brilliantly plays the main 
antagonist Hans Gruber. McClane saves the hostages 
and proves his worth to his alienated wife. The movie 
has become a classic and spawned four more Die 
Hard films propelling Willis’s own career. People have 
also credited this ‘Rambo in an office building’ story as 
saving the action hero genre. It seems people like a 
lone hero outsider battling the odds to make the world 
a better place. McClane, is clearly a ‘flawed 
character’ but in saving everyone he also saves himself 
and becomes a better person in the process. 

First Person Games

First person games started back in 1968 with Kasco’s 
Indy500 racing game where you played the role of 
the driver where you raced to be the best. They have 
evolved into a variety of genres with the most popular 
being the first person shooter. Two notable early titles 
within this genre are DOOM (1993) or Wolfenstein 
(1992).

In Doom you play the unnamed space marine known 
by fans as ‘Doomguy’ who battles the forces of Hell, 
demons and the undead on the sprawling sci-fi bases 
of Mars. It’s your job to use your powerful weapons to 
stop the forces of evil.
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Die Hard, (1988), John McTiernan

The Terminator, (1984), James Cameron

Atomic Blonde, (2017), David Leitch

Doom, (1993), id Software

Wolfenstein, (1992), id Software



Blue

Blue is about principles, process and planning. 
Respect is a key theme and there is usually a ‘right’ 
way to do things. There is a strong attention to detail, 
diplomacy and demanding of loyalty when building 
the collective ‘team or family’. Blue values often 
become prominent when someone is fighting for 
justice or fairness. They are common in legal and 
financial systems where rules matter.   

The Power of the Dog - 2021

The Power of the Dog is about the charismatic rancher 
Phil Burbank played by Benedict Cumberbatch who 
inspires fear and awe in those around him. He rules 
his tribe of cowhands with a rigidity and self-imposed 
moral code. When his brother brings home a new 
wife and son, Phil torments them until he finds himself 
exposed to the possibility of love. The film explores the 
harsh reality of living your life with a rigid moral 
compass and a set of inflexible principles. The two 
brothers live by very different rules. The movie causes 
us to reflect on the rules by which we may live our 
own lives.  

Simulation Games

Simulation games perfectly personify blue values. 
They are bound by rules, logic and structure. You, the 
player, must work within the confines of the simulation 
to successfully achieve your goals. 

For example Stardew Valley is a simulation role-
playing video game developed by Eric "Concerned-
Ape" Barone. You inherit a farm from your 
grandparent and are tasked with renovating and 
successfully running your own farm dealing with the 
challenges of dealing with each season whilst also 
navigating the complexity of moving to a new town. 

Perhaps the perfect example of Simulation games is 
the Sims by MAXIS. Though its largely a sandbox 
game where there are no defined goals the player 
creates virtual people called "Sims," placing them in 
houses, direct their moods and satisfy their desires. 
There are rules and boundaries that you must the 
player will explore within the confine of the game.
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Erin Brockovich, (2000), Steven Soderbergh

The Mauritanian, (2021), Kevin Macdonald

The Power of the Dog, (2021), James Campion

Stardew Valley, (2016), Eric Barone

The Sims, (2000), Maxis



Orange

Orange is often about profit – the $ kind. This value 
system is the most common in business today. It’s 
pragmatic and experimental. The idea is to do 
whatever it takes to win or achieve the goals.  Building 
on a stable blue infrastructure its now possible to try 
things in order to grow. Orange focuses on success 
and delivering and results. The result can be financial, 
sporting, or political. To beat the competition this value 
system may resort to deceit and manipulation. 

Wolf of Wall Street – 2013

The Wolf of Wall Street is an American dark 
comedy crime film directed by Martin Scorsese and 
written by Terence Winter, based on the 2007 
memoir by Jordan Belfort. It recounts Belfort's 
perspective on his career as a stockbroker in New 
York City and how his firm, Stratton Oakmont, 
engaged in rampant corruption and fraud on Wall 
Street, which ultimately led to his downfall. The movie 
details some of the worst excesses of the orange 
value system which are even reflected in the branding 
and marketing materials for the film. It nods to its 
forerunner “Wall Street” where Michael Douglas 
portrayed Gordon Gekko who famously said “greed 
is good”.  

Strategy Games

Strategic games like the series Civilisation, Total War 
or XCOM explore the orange values through 
organisation and resource management. 
In Civilisation you build and lead your empire through 
the generation of money, culture, science and faith. 
Usually focusing on one to really drive your civilisation 
forward to achieve victory over all. 
In the Total War series you act as the commander of 
great historical armies, training troops to defend your 
lands and attack your enemies. This is done through 
the careful management of the resources at your 
disposal. 
Finally in XCOM you lead a squad of four to six 
soldiers where you repel an invading alien invasion 
through turn based strategy. Over time you can 
upgrade your military to dominate the competition.
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The Wolf of Wall Street, (2013), Martin Scorsese

Moneyball, (2011), Bennett Miller

Our Brand is Crisis, (2015), David Gordon Green

Civilization 6, (2016) Aspyr, Firaxis Games

Total War Saga: Troy, (2020), Creative Assembly



Green

Green recognises and transcends the greed of 
orange and seeks a fairer more caring world. People 
operating from this value system want to create a 
better community where everyone is welcome. So 
inclusivity, diversity and equity are major goals. As are 
environmental issues and system justice. In 1960 only 
2% of the planet had reached this level now it’s more 
than 20% of the global population. Civil rights, 
LGBTQ+, feminism, MeToo and the BLM movement 
are all examples of this more people centric value 
system. 

Dark Waters - 2019

Dark Waters in a 2019 American legal thriller which 
dramatizes Robert Bilott’s case against the chemical 
company Dupont after they knowingly contaminated 
a town close to one of their factories. Based on the 
2007 book “Stain-Resistant, Nonstick, Waterproof 
and Lethal” about the dangers of Teflon. Actor Mark 
Ruffalo brings to life Bilott’s 20-year fight with Dupont 
after the company dumped thousands of tons of toxic 
sludge on Wilbur Tennant’s farm in West Virginia with 
disastrous health and environmental consequences 
that can never be corrected.

Social Simulation Games

Animal Crossing is the perfect example of a social 
simulation game developed and published 
by Nintendo. In Animal Crossing, you live in a village 
inhabited by various anthropomorphic animals where 
you complete various tasks like fishing, bug catching, 
and fossil hunting to pay your bills and buy your 
house. To succeed in the game you MUST be social 
and work with the animals characters in the village to 
succeed. Clash of Clans is another notable example 
of a socially orientated game but with a competitive 
spin. As the Chief of the village you spend your time 
attacking other players and gathering resources. The 
Green value notably emerges when you join a clan. 
Clans of up to 50 people are encouraged to work 
together, share troops and resources with one another 
and chat in game with other clan members. Emulating 
the dark side of green by clashing with those who do 
not belong to your clan. 
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Into the Wild, (2007), Sean Penn

Selma, (2014), Ava DuVernay

Dark Waters, (2019), Todd Haynes

Animal Crossing New Horizons, (2020), Nintendo

Clash of Clans, (2012), Supercell



Yellow

Yellow is about paradox, innovation and finding smart 
solutions to complex problems. They succeed by 
changing the game, creating or recognising a paradigm 
shift or setting a new context. Yellow organisations are 
usually small or if large, they are organised on a small 
scale. Agile, flexible and able to hack around the older 
systems. The Yellow value system is focused on systems, 
big disruptive ideas and the future.

The Matrix - 1999 

The Matrix is a sci-fi action trilogy written and directed 
by the Wachowskis and starring Keanu 
Reeves, Laurence Fishburne, Carrie-Anne Moss 
and Hugo Weaving. It depicts a dystopian future where 
humanity is unknowingly trapped inside a simulation, the 
Matrix, that intelligent AI created to distract humans while 
using their bodies as an energy source. The film shows 
the ultimate dark side of innovation. With Humanity 
developing the AI that eventually controls humanity. 
Tapping into the fear about AI, machine learning and Big 
Tech it also explores the role of philosophy and 
responsibility, both stroing yellow themes. Neo, played 
by Keanu Reeves, is the “chosen one” who must take 
responsibility for his role in saving humanity and freeing 
those who are trapped in the Matrix. 

Innovative and Unique Games

The next two games bring something truly yellow in their 
innovative and unique approach to story telling and 
gaming. The first is Portal. A game that’s about solving a 
series of puzzles that are solved by teleporting the 
player and objects using a "Portal Gun", a device that 
creates inter-spatial portals between two flat planes. It 
demands that the user thinks outside the box and learn 
fast to succeed. 

Additionally Mirror's Edge is set in a near-future city, the 
game follows the story of Faith, a parkour courier who 
must evade the government surveillance. To progress 
through the game, you control Faith from a first-
person perspective and performing a sequence of 
acrobatic moves, including jumping between rooftops, 
running across walls, and sliding down zip lines. You are 
encouraged to learn to use your environment to your 
advantage and change the game by using your 
surroundings to your advantage. 
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The Matrix, (1999), The Wachowskis

Ex Machina, (2015), Alex Garland

Her, (2013), Spike Jonze

Portal, (2007), Valve Corporation

Mirror’s Edge, (2010), EA



Turquoise

Turquoise values systems are very rare in business. 
Turquoise value systems tend to drive movements for the 
greater good rather than organisations. Their focus is 
evolutionary and long term. Turquoise leaders look for 
ways to create cultural and societal change for the 
benefit of everyone whilst trying to avoid being too 
prescriptive or patronising. They are particularly 
concerned about system change and balance.

Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom -
2013

Perhaps one of the greatest examples of a Turquoise 
leader is Nelson Mandela. In this biographical film, 
‘Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom’ staring Idris Elba 
and directed by Justin Chadwick, Mandela’s journey to 
become a turquoise leader is explored. The film (based 
on the book of the same name) chronicles Nelson 
Mandela’s early life, his coming of age, his education 
and his subsequent 27 years in prison. Much of his life 
was spent on Robyn Island, Cape Town before he was 
released in 1990 and then he subsequently became the 
President of South Africa. The film explores themes of 
cultural and social justice plus the drive to achieve a 
more harmonious society. 

Emergent Games

Emergent games are complex situational games that 
come from the interaction of relatively simple game 
mechanics. Minecraft is a perfect example of this. You, 
the player, explore a procedurally generated infinite 3D 
world where you can craft tools, build items, buildings 
and fight hostile enemies. It’s a truly sandbox game 
where there are no rules, no instructions encouraging 
you the player to take the lead and set your own path. 
Similarly World of Warcraft falls into this category due 
to its hyper complex world. You the player explore a 
vast fantasy world, fighting enemies and earning enough 
experience to upgrade your character. This core focus 
led to markets emerging in game where you can buy 
and sell items using in-game currency to acquire better 
equipment. This then led to the sale of virtual goods 
being sold in the real world with real world companies 
being founded to ‘gold farm’ resources impacting real 
and digital economies.
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12 Years a Slave, (2013), Steve McQueen

Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom, (2013), Justin Chadwick

Minecraft, (2011) Mojang Studios

The Constant Gardener, (2005), Fernando Meirelles

World of Warcraft, (2004), Blizzard Entertainment






